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The machine learning startup Health at Scale, founded by MIT alumni along with
Professor John Guttag, is helping make health care more proactive and
personalized. Credit: Health at Scale

The health care system today largely focuses on helping people after
they have problems. When they do receive treatment, it's based on what
has worked best on average across a huge, diverse group of patients.
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Now the company Health at Scale is making health care more proactive
and personalized—and, true to its name, it's doing so for millions of
people.

Health at Scale uses a new approach for making care recommendations
based on new classes of machine-learning models that work even when
only small amounts of data on individual patients, providers, and
treatments are available.

The company is already working with health plans, insurers, and
employers to match patients with doctors. It's also helping to identify
people at rising risk of visiting the emergency department or being
hospitalized in the future, and to predict the progression of chronic
diseases. Recently, Health at Scale showed its models can identify people
at risk of severe respiratory infections like influenza or pneumonia, or,
potentially, COVID-19.

"From the beginning, we decided all of our predictions would be related
to achieving better outcomes for patients," says John Guttag, chief
technology officer of Health at Scale and the Dugald C. Jackson
Professor of Computer Science and Electrical Engineering at MIT.
"We're trying to predict what treatment or physician or intervention
would lead to better outcomes for people."

A new approach to improving health

Health at Scale co-founder and CEO Zeeshan Syed met Guttag while
studying electrical engineering and computer science at MIT. Guttag
served as Syed's advisor for his bachelor's and master's degrees. When
Syed decided to pursue his Ph.D., he only applied to one school, and his
advisor was easy to choose.

Syed did his Ph.D. through the Harvard-MIT Program in Health
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Sciences and Technology (HST). During that time, he looked at how
patients who'd had heart attacks could be better managed. The work was
personal for Syed: His father had recently suffered a serious heart attack.

Through the work, Syed met Mohammed Saeed SM '97, Ph.D. '07, who
was also in the HST program. Syed, Guttag, and Saeed founded Health at
Scale in 2015 along with David Guttag '05, focusing on using core
advances in machine learning to solve some of health care's hardest
problems.

"It started with the burning itch to address real challenges in health care
about personalization and prediction," Syed says.

From the beginning, the founders knew their solutions needed to work
with widely available data like health care claims, which include
information on diagnoses, tests, prescriptions, and more. They also
sought to build tools for cleaning up and processing raw data sets, so that
their models would be part of what Guttag refers to as a "full machine-
learning stack for health care."

Finally, to deliver effective, personalized solutions, the founders knew
their models needed to work with small numbers of encounters for
individual physicians, clinics, and patients, which posed severe
challenges for conventional AI and machine learning.

"The large companies getting into [the health care AI] space had it
wrong in that they viewed it as a big data problem," Guttag says. "They
thought, "We're the experts. No one's better at crunching large amounts
of data than us." We thought if you want to make the right decision for
individuals, the problem was a small data problem: Each patient is
different, and we didn't want to recommend to patients what was best on
average. We wanted what was best for each individual."
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The company's first models helped recommend skilled nursing facilities
for post-acute care patients. Many such patients experience further
health problems and return to the hospital. Health at Scale's models
showed that some facilities were better at helping specific kinds of
people with specific health problems. For example, a 64-year-old man
with a history of cardiovascular disease may fare better at one facility
compared to another.

Today the company's recommendations help guide patients to the
primary care physicians, surgeons, and specialists that are best suited for
them. Guttag even used the service when he got his hip replaced last
year.

Health at Scale also helps organizations identify people at rising risk of
specific adverse health events, like heart attacks, in the future.

"We've gone beyond the notion of identifying people who have
frequently visited emergency departments or hospitals in the past, to get
to the much more actionable problem of finding those people at an
inflection point, where they are likely to experience worse outcomes and
higher costs," Syed says.

The company's other solutions help determine the best treatment options
for patients and help reduce health care fraud, waste, and abuse. Each
use case is designed to improve patient health outcomes by giving health
care organizations decision-support for action.

"Broadly speaking, we are interested in building models that can be used
to help avoid problems, rather than simply predict them," says Guttag.
"For example, identifying those individuals at highest risk for serious
complications of a respiratory infection [enables care providers] to target
them for interventions that reduce their chance of developing such an
infection."
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Impact at scale

Earlier this year, as the scope of the COVID-19 pandemic was becoming
clear, Health at Scale began considering ways its models could help.

"The lack of data in the beginning of the pandemic motivated us to look
at the experiences we have gained from combatting other respiratory
infections like influenza and pneumonia," says Saeed, who serves as
Health at Scale's chief medical officer.

The idea led to a peer-reviewed paper where researchers affiliated with
the company, the University of Michigan, and MIT showed Health at
Scale's models could accurately predict hospitalizations and visits to the
emergency department related to respiratory infections.

"We did the work on the paper using the tech we'd already built," Guttag
says. "We had interception products deployed for predicting patients at-
risk of emergent hospitalizations for a variety of causes, and we saw that
we could extend that approach. We had customers that we gave the
solution to for free."

The paper proved out another use case for a technology that is already
being used by some of the largest health plans in the U.S. That's an
impressive customer base for a five-year-old company of only 20
people—about half of which have MIT affiliations.

"The culture MIT creates to solve problems that are worth solving, to go
after impact, I think that's been reflected in the way the company got
together and has operated," Syed says. "I'm deeply proud that we've
maintained that MIT spirit."

And, Syed believes, there's much more to come.
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"We set out with the goal of driving impact," Syed says. "We currently
run some of the largest production deployments of machine learning at
scale, affecting millions, if not tens of millions, of patients, and we are
only just getting started."

  More information: Machine Intelligence for Early Targeted Precision
Management and Response to Outbreaks of Respiratory Infections. 
www.ajmc.com/view/machine-inte … onse-to-outbreaks-of
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